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11.6-05 . "FORBIDDEN" REFLECTIONS DUE TO 
ANISOTROPIC .. FOLARIZAEILITY OF CRYSTALS. 
By V.E.Dmitrienko,·All-Union ResearCh Insti
tute of.Phys~cal-Technical and Radiotechnical 
Measurements, Moscow, U.s.s.R. 

. Th~ ~ffect of the ~~otropy 9f_X-raY P9la
r~zab~l~ty o~ th~ con~t~ons l~t~·poss~ble 
reflect~o~s ~s ~scussed. If crystallographi
cally equ~valent atoms have differently orien
t~teq anisotropy 9f polarizability, they have 
~fferent scatter~ power and the "forbidden" 
reflections may be excited (D~H.Templeton and. 
L.K.Templeton (I980), Acta Cryst., A36, 237). 
In the present w9rk some unusual propert~es 
of these reflect~ons are treated ~ detail. 

The symmetry uroperties both of the tensor 
of X-ray Busceptlbility ~(r) and of its Fouri
er coefficients ]:H are determined. It is shown 
that t~es~ symmetry propert~es m~ result in 
nonvan~sh~ of even those ~H wh~ch are identi
cally zero ~f the known reasons (such as non
sph~rical ele~tron distributions and anharmo
~c~ty and ~sotropy of. thermal vibrations 
(B.Dawson (1967) Proc: Roy. Soc., A298, 255; 
V.A,~elyak?V (I97I) F~z. Tverd. Tela1 12,3320)) 
are vaken ~to account. Such reflect~ons have 
been observed in white tin {B.Borie (I978) 
Phys, Stat. Sol., ±Z,K39? D.W.Field,ibid.,K43) 

From the symmetry properties of' ];. it is • 
also s~9w~ that the intensity and potarization 
prop~rv~e~ o:f_the 001 (1=2n+I) forbidden ref
lect~ons ~ T~O~(rutile) are smoothly depen
de~t on the angie of rotation about the ~OI] 
ax~s: Another example is given by screw-axis 
f9rb~dden reflections with elliptic or even 
c~rcular polarization of reflected beam. These 
unusual properties of considered re:flections 
are useful :for their experimental observation. 

11.6-06 DIFFRACTION BIREFRINGENCE AND DI-
CHROISM OF X-RAYS IN CRYSTALS. By V.E.Dmitri
enko and V.A.Belyakov, All-Union Research 
~stitute of Phys~cal-Technical and Radiotech
n~cal Measurements, Moscow, U.S.S.R. 

The diffraction corrections to refractive 
~dex, birefringence and dichroism of X-rays 
~n crys~als are theoratically examined in 
as~p~~on tha~ X-ray beam i? out_of Bragg 
cond~t~on. It ~s shown that ~ th~s case the 
~iffraction correction from each reflection 
~s rather small (approximately lHf:B:-IO-H -ro-12

; 

lH is the Fourier coefficient in the expansion 
of s~sceptibility), but the sum over all ref
lect~?ns has. measurable. value. For_ example 1 
the d~ffract~on correct~on t~=2•IO 9 for L~F 
and il=2·Io-a for Ni; both values w~:re calc-u.
lated for the wavelength i\ =I. 54 A and for 
X-ray beam propagating along [OOI] direction. 
Although these corrections are very small, 
t~ey ?hould be tak~n into account ~ the pre
c~se ~terferometr~c determination of atomic 
scattering factors. Note that: I) .c:.n is 
strongly dependent on the wavelength and the 
propagation direction; 2) 4 n is weakly de
pendent on crystal perfection and its value 
m~ be dete~ed from the dynamical diffrac
t1on.theory or from the_re~evant theory for 
mo~a1c crystals (V.E.D~tr~enko and V.A.Belya
kc ,r (I980) Acta Cryst. , A36, I044) • 

I~ the angular deviat~on of propagation di
r~ct1~n.from the Bragg one ~e,for some reflec
hon H ~s not too large (il8-I but 1Aej>>/1Hl), 
~he diffraction corrections to the refraction 
~dex are mostly due to this reflection. For 
u and <JL polarized waves these corrections are 

given by the following relations: 4nv= 

='fHtj:i/(Li8sin2~) and 4n,r=t~Ilo-cos22~. It should 
be empg.psized that Al?-v- and ~nrc rat~er· slowly 
(as A8. ) decrea~e w~t~ 46.1ncreas~ (for 
compar1son, the~tens~ty of reflected beam 
decr~ases as ~e- ) . The birefringence and di
chro1sm are g1ven by the real and imaginary 
:Qarts of ilnx-AD..-..:: respectively (usually, 
/Re(4I?-v-c.D.r.:J/ >::>l~m(AI?-v-t~nr.) I ) • Note that dif
fract~on ~chro1sm ~s connected with the 
:•tails" of. anomalouse absorption because it 
1s proport1onal to Im(lHJCii) , 

The parameters of the X-ray quarter-wave 
pla~e are calculated for different crystals. 
It 1s shown that due to absorption only light 
element crystals may be used for transformati
o~s .o~ X-~ay polarization. For the III ~eflec
t1on =!-Jl d::-amond the· anglE? .oe, op1:'imal :for ');he 
pob~~zat1on transformat*on, var~~s from ! to 
IO 1f ft changes from 3 A to 0.5 A respective
ly (V.E.Dmitr~enko and V.A.Belyakov (I980). 
P1~'ma v Zh. T~khnic~. Fiziki, §, 1440). In 
this 9ase thE? =!-Jltens1ty of Bragg-reflected 
w~ve ~s negl~g1ble (less th~ I%) and absorp
t1on ~ ~s. not large Y.L=I; p 1s the. absorption 
coefi~c~~nt and L 1s the plate th~ckness). 

The d~scussed here off-Bragg quarter-wave 
plate ma;r be useful for the transformation 
of the l~near polarization of synchrotron 
radiation into circular one. Note also that 
measure~ents o:f Anv an~ ll.D.w. outside the Bragg 
reflect~on ~ands may, ~ p~~ctple, be used 
for ext~ct~on free dete:t'm1nat1on of struc
ture amplitudes. 

11.6-07 OPTICAL ACTIVITY AND THE FARADAY EFFECT AT 
X-RAY FREQUENCIES. By M. Hart and A. R ~Rodrigues*, 
Hheatstone Laboratory, ~College, Strand, London 
HC2R 2LS, UK. 
During the last three years considerable progress has 
been made in developing methods and making measurements 
of ~-ray optical polarization effects (M. Hart, Phil. 
Mag., (1978) B38, 41, ~1. Hart and A. R. D. Rodrigues, 
Phil. Mag., (1979) 840, 149). 
Initial experiments investigated linear and circular 
birefringence and dichroism. In the experiments which 
we present here,. we have re-examined optical activity in 
quartz and made systematic measurements on Nickel sul
phate hexahydrate paying careful attention to the system
atic elimination of Bragg reflections. Earlier results 
1:1hic~ ~urported to show the effects of optical activity 
·1n s111c0n (G. G. Cohen and M. Kuriyama, Phys. Rev. Lett. 
(1978) 40, 957), are re-interpreted in terms of well 
known Bragg reflection phenomena. 
He will report measurements of the Faraday effect in 
nickel, cobalt, iron and beryllium which give upper 
bounds of 5°cm-l, 50°cm-l, 50°cm-l and 0.08°cm-1 
respectively using CuKa1 radiation. These values are 
typically 10 times smaller than the values expected on 
classical theories. Further work is planned at synchro
tron radiation sources where the X-ray wavelength can be 
chosen to be very close to the appropriate absorption 
edges and where much higher intensities can be achieved 
with both linearly and circularly polarized X-ray beams. 
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